How a lipid bilayer membrane responds to an oscillating nanoparticle: Promoted membrane undulation and directional wave propagation.
Mechanical forces acting on a plasma membrane are of essential importance to cellular functioning via inducing delicate change of the membrane shape with the underlying mechanism yet to be elucidated. Here, we introduce an oscillating nanoparticle (NP) interaction with a lipid bilayer membrane, using the coarse-grained simulation to investigate the dynamic membrane response to constrained mechanical stimulation, which is ubiquitous in biology. Our results demonstrate that, the membrane responds to an oscillating NP by generating nanoscale undulation waves, which immediately propagate through the membrane. In dynamics, propagation of the generated membrane undulation waves always starts from flattening of the region where the NP locates, thus producing a lateral force to propel the waves away from the point of stimulation. The speed of membrane undulation wave propagation is proportional to that of NP oscillation and accelerated by increasing the integral membrane surface tension, suggesting that both the membrane bending and stretching contribute to the energy driving the unique response of membrane undulation wave propagation.